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GENERAL INFO ATTRIBUTES COMBAT STATISTICS

Name: Physical Defense Value
Owner: Physical Value Step & Dice Spell Defense Value
Race: Dexterity ...................... Social Defense Value
Sex: Strength .......................... Normal/Mystical Armor /
Age: Toughness...................... Movement Combat/Normal /
Height: Flying Combat /Normal /
Weight: Mental Max. Carry/Max. Lift /
Length: Perception......................
Wingspan: Willpower..................... Knockdown
Hair: Charisma .......................
Eyes: Initiative Step & Dice

KARMA

Current: Maximum: Cost: Karma Dice:
EQUIPMENT & LOOT SKILLS

Weight Rank Base Step & Dice Rank Base Step & Dice

ATTACKS & WEAPONS

Attack Step & Dice Base Damage Step & Range Weight
- - -
- - -
- - -

ARMOR - - -
- - -
- - -

RACIAL ABILITIES & NOTES LANGUAGES CURRENCY

Spoken Read Copper Water
Silver Air
Gold Fire
Earth Orichalcum

SPELLS

Threads Weaving Casting Range Duration Effect
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/

LEGEND POINTS DAMAGE WOUNDS UNCONCIOUS RATING RECOVERY TESTS

Current:
Total: BLOOD MAGIC WOUND THRESHHOLD DEATH RATING RECOVERY DICE

Legendary Status:

Base
Base: Enter the formula for the determination of the step number.e.g. Rank + Dexterity would be written as "R + D"e.g. Rank + Willforce: "R + F"e.g. Rank + Charisma + 3 "R + C + 3"As my beastmaster has been demanding legend points for her animals I have begun to give them 20% of what a Name-giver would get and allowing them to buy a lot of skills.For figuring ranks I suggest reverse engineering the critters stats. If it's attack step is 4 higher then it's dex would give it then the critter would have rank 4 in unarmed combat.

Weapon Base
e.g. A dagger would be "S + 2"

Attack Step & Dice
Copy the attack step from whatever talent or skill (or default) that is used when attacking with this weapon.It saves looking elsewhere on the sheet when mixing thrown, melee and unarmed combat rolls.

Version
Yes. There have been a lot of versions.It has taken a lot of work and a lot of groans from my players to get this sheet to this point.(You know, after a few versions they cringe nicely when I say "New version")Things have finally calmed down on the rate of revision now though, so I felt it was time to release the sheet to the general populous.Also look for my set of tables.

Where is Attack and Damage?
Write Attack and Damage under "Attacks & Weapons" as "Unarmed" or whatever it is.Too many critters have more then one attack.e.g. Griffin: Normal and swooping.


